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HONEYWELL VIDEO SYSTEMS MAXPRO-NET FULL CROSSPOINT VIDEO MANAGEMENT/CONTROL SYSTEM 

PART 1 – GENERAL

The intent of this document is to specify the minimum criteria for the design, supply, installation, and commissioning of the MAXPRO-Net Video Management/Control System.

	SUMMARY


A.	The full featured, high capacity, video and audio matrix switcher shall be designed specifically to be easy to install, configure, and operate while providing maximum flexibility of configurations.

	REFERENCES


A.	American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
B.	Conformity for Europe (CE)
C.	Consultative Committee for International Radio (CCIR)
D.	Electronic Industry Association (EIA)
E.	Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
F.	International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
G.	Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG)
H.	National Television System Committee (NTSC)
I.	Phase Alternation by Line (PAL)
J.	Windows™ Bitmap Format (BMP)
K.	Windows™ Enhanced Metafile Format (EMF)
L.	Windows™ Metafile Format (WMF)

	DEFINITIONS


A.	No Substitutes:  The exact make and model number identified in this specification shall be provided without exception.

B.	Or Equal:  Any item may be substituted for the specified item provided that in every technical sense, the substituted item provides the same or better capability and functionality.

C.	Or Approved Equal:  A substitute for the specified item may be offered for approval by the Owner.  The proposed substitution must, in every technical sense, provide the same or better capability and functionality as the specified item.  Such requests for approval shall be submitted in accordance with the provisions of PART 1.05 – SUBMITTALS, and must be obtained within the time frames outlined.

	SYSTEM DESCRIPTION


1.	The full featured, high capacity, video and audio matrix switcher shall be easy to install, configure, and operate.  The system shall feature a high density, compact design, with expandability up to 4,080 video inputs and 256 video outputs achievable by interconnecting multiple sub-racks.

	SUBMITTALS


A.	General:  Submittals shall be made in accordance with the Conditions of the Contract and Submittal Procedures Section.

B.	Shop Drawings and Schematics:  Shall depict the Video Management/Control System in final proposed “as built” configuration.  The following must be provided:

1.	Connection diagrams for interfacing equipment.
2.	List of connected equipment.
3.	Locations for all major equipment components to be installed under this specification.

C.	Product Data:  The following shall be provided:

	Technical data sheets.

A complete set of instruction manuals.

D.	Quality Assurance Submittals:  The following shall be submitted:

1.	Checkout Report:  The Contractor shall provide the Owner with a checkout report for each Video Management/Control System.  The report shall include:

a.	A complete list of every device.
b.	The date it was tested, and by whom.
c.	If retested, the date it was retested, and by whom.
d.	The final test report shall indicate that every device was tested successfully.

2.	Manufacturer’s Instructions:  The Contractor shall deliver TBD sets of System Operation and Maintenance Manuals (if available) to the Owner.

3.	Notice of Completion:  When the final acceptance has been satisfactorily completed, the Owner shall issue a notice of completion to the Contractor.

	QUALITY ASSURANCE


A.	Manufacturer’s Qualifications:  The Video Management/Control System manufacturer shall be certified as being compliant with ISO9002, and must have products installed worldwide.  The manufacturer must utilize the latest in surface mount technology.  All major components of the of the Video Management/Control System shall be designed and built (assembled and integrated), by a single manufacturer.  All software shall be designed and developed by the same manufacturer.  Products having major components built by multiple companies for separate product applications and integrated into a package, supported by more than one manufacturer (hardware and software) shall not be accepted.  All products (hardware and software) shall be provided by a single manufacturer.  The manufacturer shall have a full staff of engineers, programmers, production and field service personnel to support the level of the Video Management/Control System specified.  Subcontracting such services shall not be acceptable.

B.	Contractor Qualifications: The Contractor shall be a factory authorized installer of the security equipment supplied in this project and shall have been regularly engaged in the installation of the type of security equipment, hardware, and software specified herein for a period of not less than TBD years.  The contractor shall be factory trained on the Video Management/Control System and products they propose and shall submit with their proposal a certificate from the manufacturer indicating their satisfactory completion of training for the Video Management/Control System proposed.  Proposals submitted without this certificate shall be considered non-responsive and shall not be accepted.
 
	DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING


A.	General:  Delivery, storage, and handling of the Video Management/Control System shall be in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations.

B.	Ordering:  The manufacturer’s ordering instructions and lead-time requirements must be followed in order to avoid installation delays.

C.	Delivery:  The Video Management/Control System shall be delivered in the manufacturer’s original, unopened, undamaged container with identification labels intact.

D.	Storage and Protection:  The Video Management/Control System shall be stored and protected from exposure to harmful weather conditions and at the environmental conditions recommended by the manufacturer.

	PROJECT CONDITIONS


	SEQUENCING


	SCHEDULING


	WARRANTY


A.	General:  The warranty period shall be a minimum of thirty-six (36) months from the manufacture date code under normal use and service.  Control keyboards shall be warranted for a minimum of twelve (12) months.

	MAINTENANCE


A.	Preventative Maintenance Agreement During Warranty:  As a separate price item, the Contractor shall provide preventative maintenance during the warranty period.  Maintenance shall include, but no be limited to:

1.	Labor and materials, at no additional cost, to repair the Video Management/Control System.
2.	Labor and materials, at no additional cost, to provide test and adjustments to the Video Management/Control System.

3.	Regular inspections.

B.	Preventative Maintenance Agreement:  As a separate price item, the Contractor shall provide a complete Maintenance Agreement for a period of TBD months after the conclusion of the warranty period.  The Maintenance Agreement shall include, but not be limited to:

1.	Labor and materials, at no additional cost, to repair the Video Management/Control System.

2.	Labor and materials, at no additional cost, to provide test and adjustments to the Video Management/Control System.

3.	Regular inspections.

	TRAINING


A.	Operator training shall be conducted for a minimum of TBD sessions, with a minimum session length of TBD hours at the customer’s site.

B.	Training shall include, but not be limited to the Video Management/Control System operation and diagnostics.

PART 2 – PRODUCTS

2.01	MANUFACTURED UNITS

A.	Model Number/Descriptions Table
CPU’s and Software
MAXPRONET
System CPU Server and System Software
MAXPRONETSW
System Software
MX04
4-Port RS232 Card for CPU’s
MX08
8-Port RS232 Card for CPU’s
MGPSWSITE
MAX Graphics Platform GUI Software, Initial GUI License
MGPSWUSER
MAX Graphics Platform GUI Software, User License
Keyboards and Controllers
RD558
Programming Keyboard
HEGS5300
Full Function Keyboard with 3D Joystick and Generic Overlay – Includes 12VDC Transformer
HEGSA002
UltraKey Keyboard with Programmable Touch Screen Display – Includes 12VDC Transformer
PTE102
Line Driver Set, RS232 to RS422 to RS232
System Expansion
MX18
8-Port Expander and Redundant CPU Switchover
High Density Subrack and Accessories
MXBNC128
BNC Panel, 128 Channels,
HMX32128
Video Switching and Control Subrack, 128 Inputs, 32 Outputs, with PTZ Control Data
HMX128
High Density Subrack Controller Module
HMX832
High Density Terminating Input Module, BNC, 8 Channel
HMX832L
High Density Looping Input Module, IDC, 8 Channel
MXLCM4
Coaxial Ribbon Cable, 8-Channel, 0.4 Meters Length
MXLCM8
Coaxial Ribbon Cable, 8-Channel, 0.8 Meters Length
HMX208
High Density Output Module, BNC, 8 Channel, with Text
HMX108
High Density Output Module, BNC, 8 Channel, without Text
MX108AI
High Density Output Module, BNC, 8 Channel, Audio
MX116
High Density Output Module, BNC, 16 Channel, IDC, without Text
MXCC1M
Coaxial Ribbon Cable, 2x8 Channel to 1x16 Channel IDC, 1 Meter Length
MXCC2M
Coaxial Ribbon Cable, 2x8 Channel to 1x16 Channel IDC,, 2 Meters Length
HMX4248
Alarm Input/Output Adapter, 24 Alarm Inputs, 8 Relay Outputs
Combiner Subrack and Accessories
HMX32C32R
Combiner Subrack, 32 Subrack Input, 32 Monitor Output
RD105B
Subrack Controller Module
RD85
Output Module, 1 Channel
RDCIC1M
Coaxial Ribbon Cable, 16 Channel, 1 Meter Length
RDCIC2M
Coaxial Ribbon Cable, 16 Channel, 2 Meters Length
RDCIC3M
Coaxial Ribbon Cable, 16 Channel, 3 Meters Length
RDCIC5M
Coaxial Ribbon Cable, 16 Channel, 5 Meters Length
Pre/Post Text Subrack and Accessories
HMX1676
Text Subrack with VCR Control, 16 Channel
RD105B
Subrack Controller Module
MX205
Text Module
RD220
Concealed Text Module
RD89
Video Verification Module
I/O Subrack and Accessories	
HMX1600
Input/Output Subrack, 16 Channels
RD105B
Subrack Controller Module
RD315
PTZ Control Module, 16 Devices (Same Protocol), RS232
RD316
PTZ Control Module, 16 Devices (Same Protocol), RS422/Manchester Code
RD400
Alarm Input Module, 8 Channel
MX440
Relay Output Module, 8 Channel
RD490
Peripheral Control Module, 8 Channel (VCR)
RD494
Resistor Array VCR Control, 8 Channel
RD9021
Termination Board, 25 Screw Terminals
RD9022
Termination Board, 8 RJ11
Combination Subrack and Accessories
HMX1132
Matrix Subrack, 32 Camera Inputs, 11 Output Slots for Outputs or Text, 5 I/O Slots
RD105B
Subrack Controller Module
MX826
Video Amplifier – PAL
HMXPS9
Power Supply, 4 Port
MXPSPB
Power Supply Y Adapter Cable
MXPSR1
Power Supply, 1 Port for 1 Standard Subrack
Misc.
RD378E
PTZ Site Receiver, 24VDC Variable Speed Pan/Tilt Control with PreShot
IO378
Input/Output Expansion for RD378 Site Receiver
RD379E
PTZ Site Receiver, 24VAC Pan/Tilt Control with PreShot
Services
RDAPPS
Applications Design
RDCOMM
System Commissioning Labor
RDDEMO
Product Demonstrations
RDDRAW
CAD Drafting Services
RDHCAPD
Daily Per Diem (High Cost Area)
RDMAP
MaxPro GUI Programming
RDPM
Project Management Labor
RDPROG
System Programming Labor
RDSTDPD
Daily Per Diem (Standard Cost Area)
RDSURVEY
Survey Labor
RDTRAINING
Training Labor
RDTRAVEL
Travel Labor

	SYSTEM PERFORMANCE


A.	The Video Management/Control System shall include, as a minimum, the following features/functions/specifications:

1.	The Video Management/Control System must be protected by the most extensive support services in the industry, including Customer Service, Pre-Sales Applications Assistance, After-Sales Technical Assistance, access to Technical Online Support, and Online Training using web conferencing.

2.	The Video Management/Control System and its components shall be thoroughly tested before shipping from the manufacturer’s facility.

3.	The Video Management/Control System shall be modular in design, offering capabilities and capacities to support a wide variety of applications.  The system hardware shall be a high-density design, occupying minimal rack space, yet allowing fitting and removal of BNC connectors without the requirement of tools.  Video and audio switching must co-exist in the same subracks in order to save space and reduce installation complexity.  The subracks must be designed to mount into a 19” EIA rack without additional hardware.

4.	The Video Management/Control System subracks shall provide excellent grounding capabilities.  The video subracks shall accommodate the following modules:

a.	Subrack Controller Module (SCM)
b.	Video Input Module (VIM)
c.	Video/Audio Output Module (VOM)
d.	Audio Input Module (AIM)

5.	Each module shall be hot swappable, allowing individual modules to be removed and replaced with the power on without affecting the rest of the system.  All modules must be easily installed or removed from the front of the subrack.

6.	A single Video Management/Control System Central Processing Unit (CPU) module shall support up to 4,080 video inputs and 256 video outputs interconnected in multiple racks, without degradation to the quality of the video signal.

7.	The Video Management/Control System CPU shall be external to the matrix chassis.  The CPU shall feature a high-speed processor with field proven control software designed specifically for the purpose of video and audio switching in a security environment.  All system configuration and user programmed information must be stored in non-volatile memory that can retain critical data indefinitely without power.

8.	The Video Management/Control System’s Recorder Management feature shall allow for the monitoring and control of analog or digital recorders via the I/O capabilities of the system.  No loss of recordings shall be insured via the automatic routing of video signals through the matrix switcher to “Standby Recorders” connected to the video outputs.  The system must support a minimum of sixteen (16) direct control functions for each of up to two thousand (2,000) analog or digital video recorders, for a total of thirty two thousand (32,000) control functions.  Recorder Management shall conform to all International and U.S. Patents.

9.	The Video Management/Control System CPU shall include a watchdog timer and supply voltage monitor to automatically restart the system in the event of a power failure or brown out conditions.

10.	A composite video output must be present on the CPU to display real-time installation and diagnostic information on any standard composite video input monitor.  With the use of a QWERTY keyboard, information such as baud rates, integrity of video connection, current status of switched inputs to outputs, the real-time status of alarm inputs, keyboard status, active macros, and other important diagnostic information must be available.

11.	The Video Management/Control System Video Input Modules (VIM) shall be manufactured from high quality components, utilize surface mount technology, and provide near broadcast quality video.  Each module shall provide eight (8) video inputs, with individual 75 Ohm termination jumpers.  Looping inputs modules must be available.  Each video input module must provide separate video loss and low video detection for each input, and be configurable to activate a separate macro on each individual alarm and restore.  The macro shall have the ability to switch to a back-up camera and alert the operator of the video loss/restore.

12.	The Video Management/Control System Video/Audio Output Modules (VOM) shall be manufactured from high quality components, utilize surface mount technology, and provide near broadcast quality video.  The module must be available in either eight (8) output or sixteen (16) output versions.  Optional titling must allow the user to define up to five (5) lines of eighteen (18) character titles, with on-screen positioning, selectable for size, brightness, and foreground/background contrast.  The text must be stored in non-volatile RAM to retain camera titles during loss of power.

13.	The Video Management/Control System’s Text Subrack shall accommodate up to sixteen (16) “standard” or “hidden” text modules.  The “standard” text module shall be master clocked from the system CPU and insert text on to the video signal.  The “hidden” text module shall also be master clocked from the system CPU, but shall encode the text onto the video signal.  This method of encoding must allow for the text to be removed from the video display, even from an analog or digital recording.  This shall allow for viewing of areas typically blocked by the standard text overlay.  “Hidden” text shall comply with all International and U.S. Patents.

14.	The Video Management/Control System’s text shall be up to five (5) lines of up to eighteen (18) characters each with dynamic screen positioning, and must include camera description, time and date, dynamic operator messages, and alarm prompts.  Text height shall not exceed eight (8) TV Lines under any circumstance.

15.	The Video Management/Control System Text Subrack shall be powered by 100/220 VAC, 60/50Hz external power supplies.  The power supplies must be designed to mount into a 19” EIA rack without additional hardware.  All modules installed in the text subracks shall be hot swappable without the need to remove power prior to servicing.

16.	The Video Management/Control System Audio Input Modules (AIM) shall be manufactured from high quality components, utilizing surface mount technology.  The audio input module shall support up to eight (8) single-ended audio input connections

17.	The installer shall have the ability to configure the Video Management/Control System audio inputs and outputs to switch in conjunction with video switching.

18.	An optional Multi-channel Video Titler shall be available to superimpose the date and time, as well as individual camera titles, on each video input.  The unit shall provide 18-characters x 5 lines with user programmable position.  Three video outputs per input with optional video loss detection, termination jumper, and optional sixteen (16) channels of infrared or resistive ladder VCR control must be available.

19.	The manufacturer of the Video Management/Control System shall offer a compatible surveillance microphone module, consisting of a pressure zone microphone (PZM) for wide, smooth frequency response, excellent clarity, and little off-axis coloration, and an audio preamplifier/balanced transmitter.  The unit must have adjustable gain as well as indications for signal present and overload.

20.	The manufacturer of the Video Management/Control System must also offer a balanced receiver for eight microphones, allowing microphone modules to be remotely located.  The balanced transmission system shall allow the transmission of the audio signal with minimal interference.  Each channel must have adjustable gain, as well as indications for signal present and overload.  The option of connecting a headset for audio monitoring and adjustment, and of phantom powering to the microphones to simplify installation, must be available.  The receiver must be designed to mount into a 19” EIA rack without additional hardware.

21.	The Video Management/Control System shall support multiple video subracks on a single CPU.  The subracks shall either be immediately adjacent to each other, or may be distributed throughout the site, or to remote sites, and interconnected by coaxial cable or other appropriate means of communications and video transmission.

22.	The Video Management/Control System shall support the addition of a second CPU and auto-changeover module (ACM) to provide a back-up system.  The ACM module shall continuously monitor the condition of the active CPU, and if a problem is sensed, it must automatically switch control to the second CPU.

23.	The Video Management/Control System shall utilize external power supplies.  Power supplies within subracks will not be accepted.  Power supplies must be naturally ventilated without the need for cooling fans.

24.	The Video Management/Control System shall support satelliting, allowing multiple systems to be distributed throughout a facility or across multiple facilities.  Each satellite system must contain a CPU and be interconnected so that one system may view and control inputs and outputs on one or more of the other systems.  The interconnection between the systems shall be RS232 for control with sufficient video trunks for live viewing of the cameras.  Up to ninety-nine (99) satellite sites may be interconnected with coaxial cable, fiber optics, microwave, or other wide area communication providing near real-time video with minimal latency.

25.	The Video Management/Control System shall provide an alarm messaging protocol to allow the system to be connected to third party systems such as access control, building management, and programmable logic control systems.

26.	Configuration software shall be included to configure and download the Matrix/Switch Control System database to the CPU.  The software shall be a 32-bit application compatible with Windows™ 2003 Server software shall include “Wizards” to aid in new configurations, adding devices, and upgrading software.  Multiple copies of the configuration software shall be provided without special license or software keys.

27.	The configuration software shall be installed on a PC.  It must be possible to configure the system size to match the number of required video inputs, logical groups, video outputs, audio inputs, audio outputs, users, keyboards, alarm inputs, and macros, to reduce the time for uploading and downloading of the database.

28.	The Matrix/Switch Control System Configuration Software shall organize data into tabbed folders, each representing a logical file.  Information shall be entered into named fields, or selected from lists, and an interactive “help” function must be available to the assist the operator.  If desired, the operator shall have the option of entering and editing data directly in the database tables.  The user shall also have the ability to design and implement keyboard functions for the operation of connected equipment such as DVR’s, VCR’s, Multiplexers, etc…

29.	Each video input subrack shall have an optional alarm and relay termination panel to provide up to twenty-four (24) potential free alarm inputs and eight (8) Form C relay control outputs connected to removable terminal blocks.  The alarms shall be used to trigger the macro engine to provide application specific functions, and the control outputs may be connected to a variety of devices for control by the macro engine.

30.	The Video Management/Control System shall utilize “alarm groups” for targeting alarm messages on to video output devices.  When an alarm is detected, the alarm group number shall be used to determine which video output device will display the associated alarm message text.  The range of allowable alarm groups shall be from zero (0) to ninety-nine (99).

31.	The Video Management/Control System alarm inputs and control outputs shall be expandable with optional I/O subracks and I/O modules, with each module providing eight (8) additional inputs or outputs.  The optional modules shall increase the system capacity up to 30,000 alarm inputs and 10,000 control outputs.  The I/O racks shall support Universal Peripheral Interface (UPI) modules that must be compatible with a broad range of Video Recording Units, Quads, Multiplexers, Motion Detectors, Frame Store, and Video Printer Devices.  The UPI modules shall, at a minimum, meet the following specifications:

a.	Support up to eight (8) peripheral devices simultaneously via an RS232 port.
b.	Support up to eight (8) peripheral devices simultaneously via eight (8) PPM IR drive ports.
c.	Support up to eight (8) peripheral device alarm inputs, configurable as level sensing inputs.  Level sensing alarm inputs shall be threshold adjustable to 3, 6, 9, or 12V by means of DIP-switches located on the UPI modules.
d.	Allow for pre-programming of a wide range of peripheral devices, including all major manufactures IR data code.
e.	Support an IR data code “learn mode” for compatibility with newer peripheral(s) for which preprogrammed IR data code does not exist.
f.	When interfacing via the IR PPM mode, the UPI module must be capable of driving IR LED’s directly.

32.	The Video Management/Control System shall incorporate a powerful macro environment to perform actions in response to events.  The system shall be able to initiate macros manually, based on an alarm event, or a time of day schedule, and can have nested conditional statements associated with the process.  A minimum of 9,999 macros must be available, each with up to 50 multiple parameter steps, allowing for complex functions.  The software shall have the ability to link macros to form longer macro strings.

33.	The Video Management/Control System shall incorporate time of day events to automatically activate macros at a specific time on any selected day or days of the week.  The events shall be prioritized so that an event of a higher priority may have precedence over an event of a lower priority.

34.	The Video Management/Control System must provide logical camera selection, with a minimum of ninety-nine (99) logical camera groups supported.  Any fixed camera or PTZ camera and preset may be defined as a logical selection, and it must not be necessary to pseudo number a camera in order to enter that camera as multiple logical selections.  Up to four alternate camera views must be available, either from four separate cameras or a combination of presets on one or more high-speed domes.  The option of associating audio inputs with each view must also be available.  The operator shall be able to call a group and step through the cameras within that group using the keyboard jog/shuttle.

35.	The Video Management/Control System shall utilize “source groups”, which are groups of video input devices (cameras, recorders, etc…) that are linked together as specific access groups.  This shall allow the system to control which video output channels have access to which video inputs.  Source groups shall also be used to partition video input selections for specific operators.  A source group number must be allocated for every video input, with a range of allowable source groups from zero (0) to ninety-nine (99).  To control which video output channels have access to which scan sequences, each scan sequence or tour sequence shall also be allocated a source group number.

36.	The Video Management/Control System shall provide single key PTZ call of a predefined PTZ camera and preset from any currently selected camera.

37.	The user shall have the ability to assign logical numbers to the video inputs and video outputs of the Video Management/Control System, regardless of the physical input and output connections.

38.	The Video Management/Control System manufacturer shall offer an optional Graphical User Interface (GUI) to provide an intuitive means to view and control the system.  The GUI must allow the operator to import maps or floor plans representing the facility in standard JPEG, BMP, WMF, and EMF formats.  The maps can be linked and different areas or zoomed areas can be selected.

39.	Utilizing the Video Management/Control System GUI, icons representing and controlling various devices such as cameras, high-speed domes, monitors, multiplexers, VCRs, alarm inputs, controller outputs, macros, executable programs, and other such devices shall be selectable from a standard library.  The user shall have the ability to create new icons and add them to the library.  The icons shall be positioned by a simple “drag and drop” technique or shall be precision positioned by entering specific “x” and “y” coordinates.  The operator must have the ability to lock the icons in place.

40.	The Video Management/Control System GUI shall support ninety-nine (99) GUI workstations.

41.	The Video Management/Control System shall offer auxiliary control ports to provide control of third party manufacturer’s equipment, such as specialty cameras, multiplexers, VCRs, and digital video recorders.  This shall allow the installer to configure the keyboards to display device specific control commands and to transmit the commands to the controlled devices.

42.	The Video Management/Control System keyboards shall connect to an RS232 port on the system CPU, or to an RS232 port on an Auto Changeover Unit.  The system must support a minimum of ninety-nine (99) fully programmable keyboard controllers.

43.	The Video Management/Control System must utilize access levels to restrict user access to cameras, monitors, keyboards, and certain sensitive system functions, and users must “log in” using a password.  Access levels shall be individually created for each user and for each keyboard, with the user and keyboard levels combined at “log in”, resulting in a combination that provides the specific user access level at that specific keyboard.

44.	The Video Management/Control System keyboards shall be assigned a priority, resulting in keyboards of a higher priority having precedence over keyboards of a lower priority.  Password protection from programming configuration changes and/or keyboard operator control functions shall be included.  The system shall allow for up to ninety-nine (99) control priority levels.

45.	The Video Management/Control System must have the ability to assign keyboards to a dedicated monitor, in addition to the monitor selected by the user.  Every video switch operation performed on the keyboard must additionally cause the input to be copied to the dedicated monitor.

46.	The Video Management/Control System keyboard shall allow the operator to control major functions such as switching video inputs and video outputs, pan, tilt, and zoom (PTZ) control, recorder control, multiplexer control, activation of macros, and alarm management.  Recorder mode shall allow the operator to control functions such as stop, start, rewind, pause, record, play, search, and other commands supported from recorder command sets.  Multiplexer control shall allow the operator to control multiplexer functions such as display modes, sequencing, and other user defined commands from multiplexer command sets.

47.	All keys on the Video Management/Control System keyboard shall have the ability to be reprogrammed, or intercepted.  The keys can be reprogrammed to execute any macro sequence or mimic multiple keystrokes, and shall also be able to execute another macro sequence when released.  The user must be able to specify the key to be intercepted by entering all, or part, of the original name of the key, or the standard command character allocated to that key.  Once the key has been selected, the user shall enter their own description for the new function of the intercepted key.

48.	The Video Management/Control System shall generate system messages and alarms on the keyboard’s high-brightness LED panel display and/or on the video monitors.  A text message shall be up to eighteen (18) characters in length, and multiple text messages shall be displayed simultaneously.

49.	The Video Management/Control System keyboard shall be ergonomically designed to minimize operator fatigue, and must incorporate a programmable LCD touch screen display, elastomeric push button switches to provide selection and control of video devices, and a variable speed joystick for control of PTZ cameras.  The joystick shall incorporate integral zoom control, and must be centrally located on the keyboard to facilitate left or right handed operation.  All keyboard configuration data shall be stored in FLASH RAM.

50.	The keyboard’s LCD keys and menus shall be user definable, with eight-thousand (8,000) buttons supported.  Three LCD button sizes must be available, each with two (2) lines of programmable text.  Upon selection of any key, a key message shall be sent to the CPU identifying the key that has been selected.  In addition, a new menu may be selected.

51.	The Video Management/Control System CPU and keyboard shall support a library of nine-hundred-ninety-nine (999) individual key codes, each capable of selecting a standard function of the system, and/or executing a macro.

52.	The Video Management/Control System keyboard shall include a Windows™ based graphical programming utility to allow the creation of keyboard configurations and menus from any PC.  The keyboard shall support the upload and download of system configuration files to and from any PC.

53.	The keyboard housing shall be injection molded, high impact ABS with a light gray finish, must include padded wrist rests, and shall provide two jog shuttles to support both video recorder control and camera “scroll” selection.  The keyboards shall have a minimum of the following control ports:

a.	RJ12 RS485 Port
b.	RJ12 Definable Port (RS232 or RS485)
c.	DB9 RS323 Port
d.	Ethernet Port
e.	6-pin Mini DIN QWERTY keyboard Port

54.	Utilizing Protocol Interface Translators (PIT), the Video Management/Control System shall be uniquely flexible in its ability to interface with PTZ devices from multiple manufacturers without the need for external protocol conversion.  The subrack controller modules shall provide simple DIP switch selection of a wide variety of industry protocols.  Each subrack controller module shall support a minimum of two different PTZ protocols concurrently.

55.	The Video Management/Control System shall be the Honeywell Video Systems MAXPRO-Net Series or equivalent.

	MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS


A.	The Video Management/Control System must have the following mechanical specifications:

1.	Power Supply

a.	Dimensions (HxWxD)	3.50” x 19.00” x 7.50” 
(89mm x 483mm x 191mm)
b.	Weight	13.20 lbs. (6.0 Kg.)

2.	High Density Subrack

a.	Dimensions (HxWxD)	10.50” x 19.00” x 10.63” 
(267mm x 483mm x 270mm)
b.	Weight	15.00 lbs. (6.8 Kg.)

3.	CPU

a.	Dimensions (HxWxD)	5.25” x 19.00” x 20.78” 
(132mm x 483mm x 528mm)
b.	Weight	44.00 lbs. (13.6 Kg.)

4.	Combiner Subrack

a.	Dimensions (HxWxD)	10.50” x 19.00” x 11.00” 
(267mm x 483mm x 279mm)
b.	Weight	45.00 lbs. (20.4 Kg.)

5.	Text Subrack

a.	Dimensions (HxWxD)	5.25” x 19.00” x 11.00” 
(133mm x 483mm x 279mm)
b.	Weight	15.00 lbs. (6.8 Kg.)

6.	I/O Subrack

c.	Dimensions (HxWxD)	5.25” x 19.00” x 11.00”
(133mm x 483mm x 279mm)
d.	Weight	15.00 lbs. (6.8 Kg.)

7.	Combination Subrack

e.	Dimensions (HxWxD)	5.25” x 19.00” x 11.00”
(133mm x 483mm x 279mm)
f.	Weight	15.00 lbs. (6.8 Kg.)

	ELECTRICAL POWER REQUIREMENTS


A.	The Video Management/Control System must have the following electrical specifications:

1.	Power Supply

a.	Input Voltage	120/240VAC
b.	Power Consumption	2A/1A
c.	Output Voltage (4 outputs)	+9.5VDC and –9.5VDC
d.	Output Current	9A total continuous

2.	High Density Subrack

a.	Input Voltage	+9VDC and –9VDC
b.	Power Consumption	2.7A

3.	CPU

a.	Input Voltage	120/240VAC
b.	Power Consumption	2A/1A

4.	Combiner Subrack

a.	Input Voltage	+9VDC and –9VDC
b.	Power Consumption	2.2A

5.	Text Subrack

a.	Input Voltage	+9VDC and –9VDC
b.	Power Consumption	2.2A

6.	I/O Subrack

a.	Input Voltage	+9VDC and –9VDC
b.	Power Consumption	1.8A

7.	Combination Subrack

a.	Input Voltage	+9VDC and –9VDC
b.	Power Consumption	1.3A

	ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS


A.	The Video Management/Control System shall be designed to meet the following environmental conditions:

1.	High Density Subrack

a.  Operating Temperature	32° to 104° F (0° to 40° C)
b.  Storage Temperature	-4˚ to 149˚ F (-20˚ to 65˚ C)
c.  Humidity	0 to 95% non-condensing


2.	CPU

a.  Operating Temperature	14° to 122° F (-10° to 50° C)
b.  Storage Temperature	-4° to 149° (-20° to 65° C)
c.  Humidity	0 to 95% non-condensing

3.	Combiner Subrack

a.  Operating Temperature	14° to 122° F (-10° to 50° C)
b.  Storage Temperature	-4° to 149° (-20° to 65° C)
c.  Humidity	0 to 95% non-condensing

4.	Text Subrack

a.  Operating Temperature	32° to 104° F (0° to 40° C)
b.  Storage Temperature	-4° to 149° (-20° to 65° C)
c.  Humidity	0 to 95% non-condensing

5.	I/O Subrack

a.  Operating Temperature	32° to 104° F (0° to 40° C)
b.  Storage Temperature	-4° to 149° (-20° to 65° C)
c.  Humidity	0 to 95% non-condensing

6.	Combination Subrack

a.  Operating Temperature	32° to 104° F (0° to 40° C)
b.  Storage Temperature	-4° to 149° (-20° to 65° C)
c.  Humidity	0 to 95% non-condensing

B.	The Video Management/Control System shall be designed to meet the following regulatory conditions:

1.	Emissions	FCC:  Part 15, Subpart B, Class A
CE:  EN50081-1
2.	Immunity	CE:  EN50082-1
3.	Safety	CE:  EN60065


PART 3 – EXECUTION

3.01  EXAMINATION

A.	Submission of a proposal confirms that the contract documents and site conditions are accepted without qualifications unless exceptions are specifically noted.

B.	The site shall be visited on a regular basis to appraise ongoing progress of other trades and contractors, make allowances for all ongoing work, and coordinate the requirements of this contract in a timely manner.

C.	The Video Management/Control System must be inspected before installation, and shall be free of any cosmetic defects or damage.

3.02  PREPARATION

A.	Prior to installation, the Video Management/Control System shall be configured and tested in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.

3.03  INSTALLATION

A.	The Video Management/Control System must be installed, programmed, and tested in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.

1.	In order to ensure a complete, functional Video Management/Control System, for bidding purposes, where information is not available from the Owner upon request, the worst-case condition shall be assumed.

2.	Interfaces shall be coordinated with the Owner’s representative, where appropriate.

3.	All necessary backboxes, racks, connectors, supports, conduit, cable, and wire must be furnished and installed to provide a complete and reliable Video Management/Control System installation.  Exact location of all boxes, conduit, and wiring runs shall be presented to the Owner for approval in advance of any installation.

4.	All conduit, cable, and wire shall be installed parallel and square with building lines, including raised floor areas.  Conduit fill shall not exceed forty percent (40%).  All wires shall be gathered and tied up to create an orderly installation.

3.04  TESTING AND CERTIFICATION

A.	The Contractor shall demonstrate the functionality of the Video Management/Control System upon completion of installation, documenting the result of all tests and providing these results to the Owner.  The Video Management/Control System shall be tested in accordance with the following:

1.	The Contractor shall conduct a complete inspection and test of all installed Video Management/Control System equipment.  This includes testing and verifying operation with connected equipment.

2.	The Contractor shall provide staff to test all devices and all operational features of the system for witness by the Owner’s representative and the Authority Having jurisdiction.  All testing must be witnessed by the Owner’s representative, prior to acceptance.

3.	The testing and certification shall take place as follows:

a.	The Video Management/Control System shall be tested in conjunction with the manufacturer’s representative.
b.	All deficiencies noted in the above test shall be corrected.
c.	Test results shall be submitted to the consultant or Owner’s representative.
d.	The test and correction of any deficiencies shall be witnessed by the owner’s representative, and note.
e.	The Owner’s representative shall accept the system.
f.	The system test shall be witnessed by the Authority Having Jurisdiction.  Any deficiencies noted during the testing must be corrected.

4.	A letter of certification shall be provided to indicate that the tests have been performed, and all devices are operational.

END OF SECTION

Brief Specification

The Video Management/Control System shall be modular in design, offering capabilities and capacities to support a wide variety of applications.  The system hardware shall be a high-density design, occupying minimal rack space, yet allowing fitting and removal of BNC connectors without the requirement of tools.  Video and audio switching must co-exist in the same subracks in order to save space and reduce installation complexity.  The subracks must be designed to mount into a 19” EIA rack without additional hardware, and shall provide excellent grounding capabilities.  Each module shall be hot swappable, allowing individual modules to be removed and replaced with the power on without affecting the rest of the system.  All modules must be easily installed or removed from the front of the subrack.  A single Video Management/Control System Central Processing Unit (CPU) module shall support up to 4,080 video inputs and 256 video outputs interconnected in multiple racks, without degradation to the quality of the video signal.  The Video Management/Control System CPU shall be external to the matrix chassis, and shall feature a high-speed processor with field proven control software designed specifically for the purpose of video and audio switching in a security environment.  All system configuration and user programmed information must be stored in non-volatile memory that can retain critical data indefinitely without power.  The Video Management/Control System’s Recorder Management feature shall allow for the monitoring and control of analog or digital recorders via the I/O capabilities of the system.  No loss of recordings shall be insured via the automatic routing of video signals through the matrix switcher to “Standby Recorders” connected to the video outputs.  The system must support a minimum of sixteen (16) direct control functions for each of up to two thousand (2,000) analog or digital video recorders, for a total of thirty-two-thousand (32,000) control functions.  Recorder Management shall conform to all International and U.S. Patents.  The Video Management/Control System CPU shall include a watchdog timer and supply voltage monitor to automatically restart the system in the event of a power failure or brown out conditions.  A composite video output must be present on the CPU to display real-time installation and diagnostic information on any standard composite video input monitor.  With the use of a QWERTY keyboard, information such as baud rates, integrity of video connection, current status of switched inputs to outputs, the real-time status of alarm inputs, keyboard status, active macros, and other important diagnostic information must be available.  The Video Management/Control System Video Input Modules (VIM) shall be manufactured from high quality components, utilize surface mount technology, and provide near broadcast quality video.  Each module shall provide eight (8) video inputs, with individual 75 Ohm termination jumpers.  Looping inputs modules must be available.  Each video input module must provide separate video loss and low video detection for each input, and be configurable to activate a separate macro on each individual alarm and restore.  The macro shall have the ability to switch to a back-up camera and alert the operator of the video loss/restore.  The Video Management/Control System Video/Audio Output Modules (VOM) shall be manufactured from high quality components, utilize surface mount technology, and provide near broadcast quality video.  The module must be available in either eight (8) output or sixteen (16) output versions.  Optional titling must allow the user to define up to five (5) lines of eighteen (18) character titles, with on-screen positioning, selectable for size, brightness, and foreground/background contrast.  The text must be stored in non-volatile RAM to retain camera titles during loss of power.  The Video Management/Control System’s Text Subrack shall accommodate up to sixteen (16) “standard” or “hidden” text modules.  The “standard” text module shall be master clocked from the system CPU and insert text on to the video signal.  The “hidden” text module shall also be master clocked from the system CPU, but shall encode the text onto the video signal.  This method of encoding must allow for the text to be removed from the video display, even from an analog or digital recording.  This shall allow for viewing of areas typically blocked by the standard text overlay.  “Hidden” text shall comply with all International and U.S. Patents.  The Video Management/Control System’s text shall be up to five (5) lines of up to eighteen (18) characters each with dynamic screen positioning, and must include camera description, time and date, dynamic operator messages, and alarm prompts.  Text height shall not exceed eight (8) TV Lines under any circumstance.  The Video Management/Control System Text Subrack shall be powered by 100/220 VAC, 60/50Hz external power supplies.  The power supplies must be designed to mount into a 19” EIA rack without additional hardware.  All modules installed in the text subracks shall be hot swappable without the need to remove power prior to servicing.  The Video Management/Control System Audio Input Modules (AIM) shall be manufactured from high quality components, utilizing surface mount technology.  The audio input module shall support up to eight (8) single-ended audio input connections.  The installer shall have the ability to configure the audio inputs and outputs to switch in conjunction with video switching.  An optional Multi-channel Video Titler shall be available to superimpose the date and time, as well as individual camera titles, on each video input.  The unit shall provide 18-characters x 5 lines with user programmable position.  Three video outputs per input with optional video loss detection, termination jumper, and optional sixteen (16) channels of infrared or resistive ladder VCR control must be available.  The manufacturer of the Video Management/Control System shall offer a compatible surveillance microphone module, consisting of a pressure zone microphone (PZM) for wide, smooth frequency response, excellent clarity, and little off-axis coloration, and an audio preamplifier/balanced transmitter.  The unit must have adjustable gain as well as indications for signal present and overload.  The manufacturer of the Video Management/Control System must also offer a balanced receiver for eight microphones, allowing microphone modules to be remotely located.  The balanced transmission system shall allow the transmission of the audio signal with minimal interference.  Each channel must have adjustable gain, as well as indications for signal present and overload.  The option of connecting a headset for audio monitoring and adjustment, and of phantom powering to the microphones to simplify installation, must be available.  The receiver must be designed to mount into a 19” EIA rack without additional hardware.  The Video Management/Control System shall support multiple video subracks on a single CPU.  The subracks shall either be immediately adjacent to each other, or may be distributed throughout the site, or to remote sites, and interconnected by coaxial cable or other appropriate means of communications and video transmission.  The Video Management/Control System shall support the addition of a second CPU and auto-changeover module (ACM) to provide a back-up system.  The ACM module shall continuously monitor the condition of the active CPU, and if a problem is sensed, it must automatically switch control to the second CPU.  The Video Management/Control System shall utilize external power supplies.  Power supplies within subracks will not be accepted.  Power supplies must be naturally ventilated without the need for cooling fans.  The Video Management/Control System shall support satelliting, allowing multiple systems to be distributed throughout a facility or across multiple facilities.  Each satellite system must contain a CPU and be interconnected so that one system may view and control inputs and outputs on one or more of the other systems.  The interconnection between the systems shall be RS232 for control with sufficient video trunks for live viewing of the cameras.  Up to ninety-nine (99) satellite sites may be interconnected with coaxial cable, fiber optics, microwave, or other wide area communication providing near real-time video with minimal latency.  The Video Management/Control System shall provide an alarm messaging protocol to allow the system to be connected to third party systems such as access control, building management, and programmable logic control systems.  Configuration software shall be included to configure and download the Matrix/Switch Control System database to the CPU.  The software shall be a 32-bit application compatible with Windows™ Server 2003 .  The software shall include “Wizards” to aid in new configurations, adding devices, and upgrading software.  Multiple copies of the configuration software shall be provided without special license or software keys.  The configuration software shall be installed on a PC.  It must be possible to configure the system size to match the number of required video inputs, logical groups, video outputs, audio inputs, audio outputs, users, keyboards, alarm inputs, and macros, to reduce the time for uploading and downloading of the database.  The Configuration Software shall organize data into tabbed folders, each representing a logical file.  Information shall be entered into named fields, or selected from lists, and an interactive “help” function must be available to the assist the operator.  If desired, the operator shall have the option of entering and editing data directly in the database tables.  The user shall also have the ability to design and implement keyboard functions for the operation of connected equipment such as DVR’s, VCR’s, Multiplexers, etc…  Each video input subrack shall have an optional alarm and relay termination panel to provide up to twenty-four (24) potential free alarm inputs and eight (8) Form C relay control outputs connected to removable terminal blocks.  The alarms shall be used to trigger the macro engine to provide application specific functions, and the control outputs may be connected to a variety of devices for control by the macro engine.  The Video Management/Control System shall utilize “alarm groups” for targeting alarm messages on to video output devices.  When an alarm is detected, the alarm group number shall be used to determine which video output device will display the associated alarm message text.  The range of allowable alarm groups shall be from zero (0) to ninety-nine (99).  The alarm inputs and control outputs shall be expandable with optional I/O subracks and I/O modules, with each module providing eight (8) additional inputs or outputs.  The optional modules shall increase the system capacity up to 30,000 alarm inputs and 10,000 control outputs.  The I/O racks shall support Universal Peripheral Interface (UPI) modules that must be compatible with a broad range of Video Recording Units, Quads, Multiplexers, Motion Detectors, Frame Store, and Video Printer Devices.  The UPI modules shall, at a minimum, meet the following specifications:
·	Support up to eight (8) peripheral devices simultaneously via an RS232 port.
·	Support up to eight (8) peripheral devices simultaneously via eight (8) PPM IR drive ports.
·	Support up to eight (8) peripheral device alarm inputs, configurable as level sensing inputs.  Level sensing alarm inputs shall be threshold adjustable to 3, 6, 9, or 12V by means of DIP-switches located on the UPI modules.
·	Allow for pre-programming of a wide range of peripheral devices, including all major manufactures IR data code.
·	Support an IR data code “learn mode” for compatibility with newer peripheral(s) for which preprogrammed IR data code does not exist.
When interfacing via the IR PPM mode, the UPI module must be capable of driving IR LED’s directly.  The Video Management/Control System shall incorporate a powerful macro environment to perform actions in response to events.  The system shall be able to initiate macros manually, based on an alarm event, or a time of day schedule, and can have nested conditional statements associated with the process.  A minimum of 9,999 macros must be available, each with up to 50 multiple parameter steps, allowing for complex functions.  The software shall have the ability to link macros to form longer macro strings.  The Video Management/Control System shall incorporate time of day events to automatically activate macros at a specific time on any selected day or days of the week.  The events shall be prioritized so that an event of a higher priority may have precedence over an event of a lower priority.  The Video Management/Control System must provide logical camera selection, with a minimum of ninety-nine (99) logical camera groups supported.  Any fixed camera or PTZ camera and preset may be defined as a logical selection, and it must not be necessary to pseudo number a camera in order to enter that camera as multiple logical selections.  Up to four alternate camera views must be available, either from four separate cameras or a combination of presets on one or more high-speed domes.  The option of associating audio inputs with each view must also be available.  The operator shall be able to call a group and step through the cameras within that group using the keyboard jog/shuttle.  The Video Management/Control System shall utilize “source groups”, which are groups of video input devices (cameras, recorders, etc…) that are linked together as specific access groups.  This shall allow the system to control which video output channels have access to which video inputs.  Source groups shall also be used to partition video input selections for specific operators.  A source group number must be allocated for every video input, with a range of allowable source groups from zero (0) to ninety-nine (99).  To control which video output channels have access to which scan sequences, each scan sequence or tour sequence shall also be allocated a source group number.  The Video Management/Control System shall provide single key PTZ call of a predefined PTZ camera and preset from any currently selected camera.  The user shall have the ability to assign logical numbers to the video inputs and video outputs regardless of the physical input and output connections.  The Video Management/Control System manufacturer shall offer an optional Graphical User Interface (GUI) to provide an intuitive means to view and control the system.  The GUI must allow the operator to import maps or floor plans representing the facility in standard JPEG, BMP, WMF, and EMF formats.  The maps can be linked and different areas or zoomed areas can be selected.  Utilizing the GUI, icons representing and controlling various devices such as cameras, high-speed domes, monitors, multiplexers, DVRs, VCRs, alarm inputs, controller outputs, macros, executable programs, and other such devices shall be selectable from a standard library.  The user shall have the ability to create new icons and add them to the library.  The icons shall be positioned by a simple “drag and drop” technique or shall be precision positioned by entering specific “x” and “y” coordinates.  The operator must have the ability to lock the icons in place.  The Video Management/Control System GUI shall support ninety-nine (99) GUI workstations.  The Video Management/Control System shall offer auxiliary control ports to provide control of third party manufacturer’s equipment, such as specialty cameras, multiplexers, VCRs, and digital video recorders.  This shall allow the installer to configure the keyboards to display device specific control commands and to transmit the commands to the controlled devices.  The Video Management/Control System keyboards shall connect to an RS232 port on the system CPU, or to an RS232 port on an Auto Changeover Unit.  The system must support a minimum of ninety-nine (99) fully programmable keyboard controllers.  The Video Management/Control System must utilize access levels to restrict user access to cameras, monitors, keyboards, and certain sensitive system functions, and users must “log in” using a password.  Access levels shall be individually created for each user and for each keyboard, with the user and keyboard levels combined at “log in”, resulting in a combination that provides the specific user access level at that specific keyboard.  Users shall be enabled/disabled manually or by a specific date.  The keyboards shall be assigned a priority, resulting in keyboards of a higher priority having precedence over keyboards of a lower priority.  Password protection from programming configuration changes and/or keyboard operator control functions shall be included.  The system shall allow for up to ninety-nine (99) control priority levels.  The Video Management/Control System must have the ability to assign keyboards to a dedicated monitor, in addition to the monitor selected by the user.  Every video switch operation performed on the keyboard must additionally cause the input to be copied to the dedicated monitor.  The keyboard shall allow the operator to control major functions such as switching video inputs and video outputs, pan, tilt, and zoom (PTZ) control, recorder control, multiplexer control, activation of macros, and alarm management.  Recorder mode shall allow the operator to control functions such as stop, start, rewind, pause, record, play, search, and other commands supported from recorder command sets.  Multiplexer control shall allow the operator to control multiplexer functions such as display modes, sequencing, and other user defined commands from multiplexer command sets.  All keys on the Video Management/Control System keyboard shall have the ability to be reprogrammed, or intercepted.  The keys can be reprogrammed to execute any macro sequence or mimic multiple keystrokes, and shall also be able to execute another macro sequence when released.  The user must be able to specify the key to be intercepted by entering all, or part, of the original name of the key, or the standard command character allocated to that key.  Once the key has been selected, the user shall enter their own description for the new function of the intercepted key.  The Video Management/Control System shall generate system messages and alarms on the keyboard’s high-brightness LED panel display and/or on the video monitors.  A text message shall be up to eighteen (18) characters in length, and multiple text messages shall be displayed simultaneously.
The Video Management/Control System keyboard shall be ergonomically designed to minimize operator fatigue, and must incorporate a programmable LCD touch screen display, elastomeric push button switches to provide selection and control of video devices, and a variable speed joystick for control of PTZ cameras.  The joystick shall incorporate integral zoom control, and must be centrally located on the keyboard to facilitate left or right handed operation.  All keyboard configuration data shall be stored in FLASH RAM.  The keyboard’s LCD keys and menus shall be user definable, with eight-thousand (8,000) buttons supported.  Three LCD button sizes must be available, each with two (2) lines of programmable text.  Upon selection of any key, a key message shall be sent to the CPU identifying the key that has been selected.  In addition, a new menu may be selected.  The Video Management/Control System CPU and keyboard shall support a library of nine-hundred-ninety-nine (999) individual key codes, each capable of selecting a standard function of the system, and/or executing a macro.  The keyboard must include a Windows™ based graphical programming utility to allow the creation of keyboard configurations and menus from any PC.  The keyboard shall support the upload and download of system configuration files to and from any PC.  The keyboard housing shall be injection molded, high impact ABS with a light gray finish, must include padded wrist rests, and shall provide two jog shuttles to support both video recorder control and camera “scroll” selection.  Utilizing Protocol Interface Translators (PIT), the Video Management/Control System shall be uniquely flexible in its ability to interface with PTZ devices from multiple manufacturers without the need for external protocol conversion.  The subrack controller modules shall provide simple DIP switch selection of a wide variety of industry protocols.  Each subrack controller module shall support a minimum of two different PTZ protocols concurrently.  The Video Management/Control System shall be the Honeywell Video Systems MAXPRO-Net Series or equivalent.

